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Abstract: This article deals with the problem of the culture of professional self-realization of Russian
students in the process of university education at the present stage. The role of information and
communications technologies is revealed, in particular the interactive technology of self-regulation
developed by the authors, as a necessary pedagogical condition for the successful professional
self-realization of students. The paper describes the interactive technology of self-regulation formation
used in teaching a foreign language in order to improve the educational process. The paper provides
an analysis of the current state of the classroom educational environment in teaching a foreign
language in order to determine the possibilities of improving the educational process. The main goal
of the interactive technology of self-regulation formation is to optimize and intensify the activities of
students in the classroom and extracurricular activities. The interactive technology of self-regulation
formation in a nonlinguistic university was applied in the proposed work. Special attention was paid
to the problem of structuring and the algorithmization of independent work. Ways for increasing
interactivity are revealed, and an algorithm for teaching and speech actions in interactive mode
was developed. It was established that the introduction of structured algorithmization using the
interactive technology of self-regulation formation could be effectively used for teaching poorly
prepared students. It has been established that the culture of professional self-actualization for
modern students is directly dependent on the quality of online interaction with a university teacher.
It was revealed that it is the student’s awareness of the objectives of learning interaction and ways
for its implementation that allow him to competently perform his academic work, which in turn
contributes to the actualization of personal professional qualities that are required by a university
graduate for successful implementation in the future.
Keywords: culture of professional self-realization; student; informatization; information and
communication technologies; interactive technology; independent work of the student; higher school

1. Introduction
One of the main tasks of the education system at the present stage is to improve the quality of
training of highly qualified and competitive personnel for all sectors of production, culture, science,
and education. In recent decades, researchers have recognized that the status of culture in people’s
minds and in their theoretical concepts seems extremely high [1–4]. This position has been confirmed
in the scientific literature on both a domestic and global scale [5,6]. Such a variety of studies indicates
a high interest in the problem and its relevance to the current educational situation in the system of
higher education and the theory and methodology of vocational education.
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Professional self-realization of students in modern society is a multifaceted problem of higher
education that is associated with the actual social problems that determine both the current
socioeconomic climate and the future situation [7–9]. Various countries are rapidly adapting to the global
information space, developing and mastering the latest information and communication technologies,
forming a specific legislative framework, forming and implementing distance forms of education, etc.
One of the major sociocultural factors shaping the culture of professional self-realization of students is
internet communication, which is getting a leading role in the field of student culture [10,11].
2. Materials and Methods
The materials of the research were restricted to papers extracted from the Scopus database. The
materials of the research were publications containing scientifically based data on the pedagogical
essence of self-realization, the culture of professional self-realization of a student, and the possibilities
and peculiarities of courses for students of a certain age. The types of publications included
articles, conference papers, and literature reviews, as such publications tend to most fit the idea
of cutting-edge research.
The main research methods were search strategies, theoretical analysis of sources, and synthesis
of the information presented within them.
The process of informatization of a society is accompanied by the approval of a new system of values
and new principles of business culture, including the culture of professional self-realization [12–15].
Self-realization is understood by us as the free activity of a student, determined by the nature of the goal
and the measure of its personal understanding and acceptance. The need for self-realization is a leading
need, the source of personal and semantic activity of a student aimed at continuous self-improvement.
Studies have demonstrated the presence of a variety of theoretical and methodological approaches to
the formation of a professional culture of specialists [16–18].
Professional culture is given a different interpretation, in a generalized form understanding it
as an ability, as a complex of knowledge, skills, and abilities that make a specialist of each particular
type of work a master of his craft. In our study, under the professional self-realization of students, we
understand the complexity of the most active educational practices of student culture, formed and
modernized by students independently and aimed at the implementation of their general cultural and
narrow professional experience.
There have been a number of works that have revealed certain aspects of professional culture.
Professional culture might shape the interorganizational exchange of personal information in a
health and social care context. A simplified model of possible information-sharing behaviors
(“ideal”, “over-open”, “over-cautious”, and “chaotic”) can be explored to suggest that patterns
of information-sharing may be influenced by a number of factors that include not only interprofessional
differences in the approach taken to information-sharing but also the ways in which the professions
interrelate [19].
A focus on professional culture, including the partial “re-education” and “reprogramming” of
students of higher educational institutions whose knowledge was based on the training that students
received in previous stages of training, has been considered [20]. Interesting results were obtained:
Available information technologies, context, professional culture, and interaction are the key factors
influencing the transfer of knowledge. Cultural filters appear to influence people’s perception of
their professional roles, their vision of the applicability of technology to social issues, and their view
of the possibility of knowledge transfer [21]. Managing aspects of professional culture can help
maintain the internal motivation of professionals without causing side effects of monetary incentives.
Managing dimensions of professional culture can help support professionals’ intrinsic motivation
without incurring the side effects of monetary incentives [22].
The engineering profession has a culture that encompasses values, beliefs, attitudes, customs,
and behavior [23]. The professional culture of engineers developed as different professions evolved,
reflecting historical factors as well as social problems. The educational experiences and socialization
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processes that take place during the training of each engineer reinforce common values, problem-solving
approaches, and the language of each profession. An increase in specialization has led to an even
greater immersion of students in the knowledge and culture of their own professional group [24].
We can also assume that student culture has two vectors of integration: Local (national) and global
(international). We can say that currently the most common value of student culture is information
mobility [25–29], which includes both an accumulated amount of knowledge and skills and a symbiosis
of technical means and skills of ownership, allowing for communication in the shortest possible time
in order to obtain the applied information necessary at that moment.
The object of our attention, the modern media culture of students, is at the junction of a whole
complex of humanitarian branches of knowledge: Cultural studies, psychology and pedagogy,
sociology, metalinguistics and semiology, theory and history of journalism, etc. [30,31]. The problems
of the culture of professional self-realization as a part of the internet communication of students are
in the sphere of problems of modern media culture and media education, to which researchers pay
special attention [32].
Internet communication is the newest sphere of professional self-realization of students, where
there has been a transformation of all traditional educational practices and implemented innovative
potential of student culture in terms of the formation and development of new educational practices
and cultural values [33,34]. The culture of professional self-realization as a part of the internet
communication of students can be an open global (international) platform for the development of
student culture and, based on the social significance of student culture, a platform for further design
and development of global cultural processes. The leading aspect of the modernization of education
is to prepare the younger generation for life in a rapidly changing information society in a world
where there is a constant need for new professions and continuous professional development [35–41].
Currently, one of the main goals of innovation is the development of students’ teaching abilities in
independently navigating the world of information.
Internet communication is the newest sphere of professional self-realization of students, in which
there is a transformation of all traditional educational practices and implemented innovative potential
of student culture in terms of the formation and development of new educational practices and cultural
values [33,34]. The culture of professional self-realization as a part of Internet communication of
students can be an open global (international) platform for the development of student culture, and
based on the social significance of student culture, and a platform for further design and development
of global cultural processes. The leading aspect of the modernization of education is to prepare the
younger generation for the life in a rapidly changing information society, in a world where there is
a constant need for new professions, for continuous professional development [35–41]. Currently,
one of the main goals of innovation is the development of teacher abilities of the student to navigate
independently in the world of information.
The problem of using information and communication technologies in training has been raised in
the works of many foreign researchers [42–45]. In foreign literature, one can find scientific works on the
practical use of information and communications technologies [46–50]. In addition, seminars on the
use of information and communications technologies in trainings are held annually in many countries,
demonstrating the widespread use of these technologies worldwide. It should be noted that modern
technologies of teaching a foreign language are based on a communicative approach and include the
use of various information and communications technologies that bring democracy, openness, and
mobility to the educational process [51–56]. Information and communication technologies allow for
interactions between a teacher and student. The use of information and communications technologies
in education, in particular for foreign languages, has changed the approach to the development of
educational material in a program discipline.
Currently, there is an objective need to integrate new learning technologies into the educational
process, allowing students to more effectively form necessary competencies. One of the possible
approaches is the widespread use of computer tools, both in the classroom and in the process of
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extracurricular educational and cognitive activity [55–58]. The use of information and computer
technologies for learning a foreign language does not cause difficulties for students, because they
already have instrumental competencies, including the skills of using a computer and social services.
The use of interactive learning technologies is an objective necessity for a technical university due to
the global informatization of education [59–62].
Although the organization of foreign language teaching in a technical university has become the
subject of research for many domestic researchers [63–66], the analysis of scientific and methodological
literature indicates the lack of theoretical and practical development of issues related to teaching
foreign language professional communication to students in the light of modern requirements for
interactive technologies of foreign language teaching.
In recent years, there have been a number of works [67–69] that have examined the educational
potential of services of the internet in relation to foreign language learning. In most of these works,
there was a tendency toward more and more active use of web 2.0 services in teaching types of speech
activity. According to many authors [70–72], the web 2.0 service (in teaching aspects of languages)
creates conditions for the ability to make responsible decisions in a situation of choice.
With the help of computer programs, interactive learning allows you to implement a range of
methodological, didactic, pedagogical, and psychological principles; takes into account the individual
speed of each student; and allows you to diversify forms of work and make the process of learning
a foreign language more interesting and memorable [73–75]. For example, consider the means of
information and communications technologies that are most often used in the educational process:
Electronic textbooks and manuals demonstrated using a computer and a multimedia projector, electronic
encyclopedias and reference books, simulators and testing programs, educational internet resources,
DVD and CD discs with pictures and illustrations, video and audio equipment, research, and projects.
It should be noted that information and communications technologies enable the teacher to exercise
better control over the knowledge and skills of the student, rationally organize the educational process,
and improve the efficiency of classes. Thanks to computer programs, educational material is presented
more clearly and better than in oral form.
One of the most important facts is that a student can work in the classroom on an individual
basis, progressing in the understanding of new educational material. Computer training programs
give students the opportunity to train different types of speech activities and combine them in
different combinations to realize language phenomena. Information and communications technologies
contribute to the formation of linguistic abilities and the creation of communicative situations and allow
you to automate language and speech actions as well as ensure the implementation of an individual
approach and the intensification of the independent work of students [76–79]. Numerous educational
online resources focus on learning a foreign language, allowing students to receive educational
information through the exchange of text, video chats, and other means of online communication. In
addition, the language environment provides users with teaching materials, in particular exercises
and communications tools, tracking progress and allowing for engagement both individually and in a
learning group. There are interactive resources that are not popular in Russia but are widely known
throughout the world. They have been noted by researchers of scientific articles dealing with the topic
of learning a foreign language in high school [80–83].
The concepts of “culture” and “activities” are located in historic relationships, and if a certain
determination of the culture as a characteristic of activity is reflected in the orientation of a particular
species, then there is a direct and inverse relationship between the process of development of
personality culture and the ways of professional activities. Awareness of the goals of professional
activities contributes to the actualization of personal professional qualities and creates conditions for
constant self-regulation and self-knowledge. A true man of culture is capable of self-determination,
independence, self-organization, self-realization, and self-improvement.
The main purpose of teaching a foreign language is to teach students the lexical and grammatical
foundations of the language so that they can carry out basic communication with native speakers
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and implement simple practical tasks. The process of acquiring students’ personal experience
of communication in a foreign language requires the creation of situations of practical use of a
foreign language as a tool of knowledge and interaction. Students form a priority to achieve
communicative and cognitive competencies in English that are specified in the approximate program
in nonlinguistic specialties of universities, which is important in the use of the studied language as a
tool of communication. In this regard, the teacher of higher education is faced with the task of selecting
the methods, means, and forms of foreign language teaching that contribute to the achievement of
this goal.
It seems important to us that work on the development of the discipline provides a differentiation
of educational tasks that also solves issues of the formation of professional speech of students, taking
into account requirements for the preparation of a full range of specialists for all industries. In
accordance with the studied sections of the course program, we concentrate on the number of exercises
aimed at the development of professional speech. Modern students are focused on the widespread use
of computers in everyday life, so the introduction of electronic resources in the training of professionally
oriented foreign language will enhance the overall interest of students in the cognitive process.
Due to the rapid development of modern science and the update of terminology in all areas of
knowledge, when studying a foreign language at a university, it is necessary to explore the best ways for
its introduction and assimilation. The use of the Web 2.0 service, which allows for the implementation
of mechanisms of independent work in an interactive mode, is a solution to one of the many existing
problems of organizational and procedural nature associated with the teaching of a foreign language
in a technical university [84,85].
When using the currently existing diversity of information in communications technologies,
it is necessary to take into account the fact that it has actually become available, in the mode of
independent extracurricular work even more so than in classroom work. This is due to the fact that
not all universities have the ability to provide computer classes for foreign language classes for all
students, while more than 95% of students have personal computers and/or smart phones that provide
them with access to the internet. Based on this circumstance, the modern teacher of a foreign language
needs to rethink the role of independent work, which is now becoming much more important in the
overall training of students in a foreign language.
In order to develop the ability to use the studied language in various situations of the domestic
and professional sphere adequately and independently, it is necessary to create appropriate conditions
for the educational environment. Thus, a focus on the self-educational activities of students as a
necessary part of the process of learning a foreign language involves the use of new technologies,
methods, and means of education in the educational process. Currently, the focus of teachers involves
issues related to the improvement of the conditions of the organization of the independent work of
students, the purpose of which is to develop analytical and creative thinking, increasing the level of
responsibility for the results of educational activities. This should contribute to the task of ensuring the
continuous formation of the professional level of the graduate that meets the modern requirements
of society.
By independent work, we mean purposeful study of educational material by students and the
development and improvement of their skills: The process organized by the teacher on the basis of the
formation and activation of methods and means of the independent work of students aimed at the
assimilation of knowledge and self-organization. To improve the independent work of the student, it
is necessary that the teacher structures the activities of students, knowing the level of assimilation of
the educational material and being able to teach them the techniques for independent performances of
tasks [86–88]. The main strategy of the teacher in the organization of the independent work of the
student is to involve the student in an active independent activity, which is interesting for students
and motivates them. At the same time, it is necessary to take care to strengthen control over this work
and the quality of the training tasks.
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The use of information and communications technologies as a means of organizing and managing
a student’s independent work leads to an increase in the efficiency of the educational process [89–91].
Automation of the knowledge control procedure allows for a more complete check of the level of
training of students. In the traditional way of organizing, the control and self-control of knowledge
are episodic, and a significant part of educational material is assimilated, controlled fluently, or not
controlled at all due to lack of time. The use of interactive learning technology developed by us
will help the teacher to solve problems of formation of strong communications skills and improve
the vocabulary of students. Providing students with the opportunity to consolidate and activate the
material explained by the teacher when they are performing algorithmized independent work in their
extracurricular time gives real prospects for improving the quality of education, especially for a weak
contingent of students [92]. The algorithm is widely used in different spheres of science, including
pedagogy [93,94]. As a pedagogical support to enhance the interactivity of speech, we propose using
the algorithm developed by us to compile statements by students, using conflicts, problems, and
contradictions as an incentive to intensify the process of speaking.
It is necessary to fully use the vocabulary associated with the future profession of students, which
also reflects the processes taking place in society. Working with terms requires broad interdisciplinary
and metasubject connections, including the use of modern journalism, popular science texts, reference
to terminological dictionaries, and dictionaries of foreign words [95–97]. In classroom work, in
homework, and in practical classes we use different types of lexical exercises aimed at the development
of students’ vocabulary.
The implementation of such requirements in students’ understanding of the main content of
scientific texts, as well as the ability to outline the main provisions of special texts when reading,
is impossible without technical university students sufficiently knowing terminological vocabulary.
Knowledge of special terms in the framework of their direction in combination with foreign language
communicative competence will help graduates of technical universities in situations of professional
communication. Increased vocabulary of students made accessible through the use of focused electronic
resources [98,99]. Information componence focused on the development of information culture will be
of interest to us, first of all in the aspect of the use of electronic resources in the process of teaching
professionally oriented foreign languages.
The integration of the content of foreign language teaching assumes, based on the application
of the recommended integrative principle [100,101], a combination of the content of the main
subject disciplines, the simultaneous development of both directly communicative and professionally
communicative information, and academic knowledge, skills, and abilities. When organizing the
learning process, it is recommended to shift the emphasis from classroom activities with a predominance
of reproductive and training tasks to independent search and cognitive activities with different degrees
of educational autonomy [102,103].
The most important condition for competent speech is the selection of lexical units for the
expression of content [104,105]. Since we are going through a period of internationalization of the
Russian language, a saturation of its borrowings from Western European languages, the task of the
teacher is to develop students’ correct attitudes toward ongoing language processes. On the one hand,
there is a sense of patriotism about the Russian language and self-defense against the influx of foreign
words and phrases and their excessive use in speech. On the other hand, there is the development of
new vocabulary, which the professional sphere, especially the field of engineering, cannot do without.
Students should know the vocabulary that reflects the realities of modern life and be able to use it.
Functional styles of speech are equally necessary for students of any specialty. For example,
mastering the journalistic style is inextricably linked with the formation of certain qualities of the
individual. Work on the journalistic style of speech should be tied to the daily life of the student, to his
real life plans and his moral, aesthetic, and social values, and should be accessible to his perception
and understanding so that special attention is paid to the choice of topics of these educational works.
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Based on our analysis of the existing literature on vocational education, the following contradictions
are obvious: Between the need for the formation of foreign language communicative and cognitive
competence and the lack of development of the cognitive–communicative component in teaching
students to speak on professionally oriented topics; and between the requirement of a program in a
foreign language to shift the emphasis from classroom activities with a predominance of reproductive
and training tasks to independent search and cognitive activities with varying degrees of educational
autonomy and the lack of development of algorithms for independent work with the use of information
and communications technology. One of the forms of independent extracurricular work of students is
the preparation of the text of any style and genre on a professional topic.
The implementation of monological utterance, which has been analyzed in many works [106–108],
involved a three-phase process: Precommunicative, communicative, and postcommunicative stages.
Due to the fact that the object of the study was a prepared monological utterance and that the element
of spontaneity was automatically excluded from this type of activity, the primary aspect in the process
of working on a statement was the planning of its content [109]. A disregard of the basic structure
of a monological utterance by students led to difficulties associated with the process of perception,
comprehension, and understanding of the spoken utterance toward a break in the two-way auditory
channel [110]. In reality, there was a violation of the cyclical nature of the process: Speaking → listening
→ speaking.
First, in the process of making a monologue, 89% of students did not comply with its basic
structure: The introduction, body, and conclusion. A monological utterance has a separate implication
when the speaker influences the listeners [111]. Thus, leveling the significance of the first component
of a monological utterance, which is an objective element that determines the aim for both the speaker
and recipient, or reducing it to the phrases “I’d like to tell you about...”, “I’d like to talk about . . . ”,
“The topic of my speech today is . . . ”, etc., devalued students’ utterances. The exclusion of conclusions
from monological utterances led to an incomplete structure.
Second, some monological utterances were partially or completely irrelevant to the stated
educational theme. Deviation from the educational theme was recorded both in the main part of
monological utterances and in the conclusion, which did not correlate with the key idea of the speech.
The reason for such errors was a lack of knowledge of students about the paragraph, which, like any
monological utterance, was a three-component structure: (1) The idea of the paragraph, (2) the body,
and (3) conclusions. Unconscious disregard of the dogma “one paragraph, one idea” resulted in the
chaotic representation of a large number of ideas in monological utterances.
Third, a study of the program “Foreign Language: Basic Course, English” involved the
acquaintance with and consolidation of lexical material on a specific topic and finally the use of
the studied vocabulary in speech. The practice of teaching the making of monological utterances
showed that in the process of final certification on the discipline, the students did not use the studied
lexical material, which resulted in a lower exam mark. The reasons for ignoring vocabulary were (1) a
lack of knowledge of lexical material, (2) insufficient lexical preparation of a monological utterance
(the student knew the vocabulary, but did not think over the possibility of its usage in his monological
utterance), and (3) a stressful situation (the student knew the vocabulary and thought over its usage in
his monological utterance, but nervousness did not allow him to realize his knowledge in practice).
Another problem related to vocabulary was the lack of a unified list of lexical units for each
section of the student’s book. The lexical material, introduced in the dictionary of units, was limited
to individual words, while in the process of working on monological utterances, the student must
master not only the ability to communicate in the foreign language, which corresponds to universal
competence in communication (UK-4), but must also be able to analyze and synthesize lexical material
(systemic and critical thinking (UK-1)), i.e., be able to identify the appropriate lexeme for the specific
communicative situation and use it in collocations and know idiomatic expressions on topics and use
them in the right context.
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The lack of accurate requirements for the evaluation of a monological utterance led to their
establishment in the course of the experiment. According to the developed parameters and criteria, the
monological utterance must be a three–four-minute speech with 25–30 sentences. The total sum of
points a student could get is 10. All monological utterances were evaluated on five aspects: Content,
fluency and pronunciation, organization of the utterance, vocabulary, and grammar. The context
involved the level of topic development and the relevance of all elements of the monological utterance
to the thesis. The coherence of each paragraph was achieved by the speaker’s experience on the
topic [112]. If the topic was developed and the content of the structural elements was fully coherent
with the theme, this aspect was evaluated with 2 points; if the topic was developed but there were
some insignificant deviations from the theme, this was 1 point; and if the topic was developed partially
and there were numerous deviations, this was 0 points.
Fluency and pronunciation includes the right articulation of sounds, stressing sentences, logic,
rhythm, and intonation as the cues to monologue perception [113–117]. The levels of fluency that
are complex, high-order linguistic phenomena [118–121] have been developed in many works on
linguistics [122]. If the speech was smooth and it contained no pauses and the pronunciation met the
norm, the student got 2 points; if the speech was rather fast, but the same words were repeated and
there were a few errors in the intonation, this was 1 point; and if the speech was slow, synonyms were
not used, the intonation was improper, there was a lot of pausing, and it was difficult to understand
the speaker, this was 0 points. The question of pausing was important, as the topic was general [123] in
contrast to an academic monologue where the structure “speaking–pause–speaking” is organic [124].
The organization of the monological utterance involved both plan compliance and the use of
linking words and phrases. A student got 1 point when all of the elements of the monological utterance
were mentioned; 0.5 points–1 point if an element was excluded; 0 points–more than 1 point if an
element was excluded. As a student was provided with a list of linking words and phrases divided into
eight categories (Addition, Examples, Cause, Purpose, Condition, Effect/Result/Consequence/Reason,
Conclusion/Summary, and Opposition/Contradiction) and one extra group with all correlative
conjunctions, to get 1 point at least one linker from each category and one correlative conjunction must
have been used in the monologue. For 0.5 points, no less than one linker from six categories and one
correlative conjunction must have been used, and for 0 points, less than six linkers and/no correlative
conjunction would have been used.
To meet the vocabulary requirements, a student had to use no less than 75% of basic lexemes and
at least one idiomatic expression. If 50%–75% of basic vocabulary was included into the utterance, the
student got 0.5 points, and if less than 50% were used, 0 points. The lack of idioms was not evaluated
at all (0 points). The lexical unit was taken into consideration only if it was pronounced right.
Grammar is regarded as the simplified rule system (a set of rules) that includes grammar mistakes
such as wrong word order and prepositions, incorrect tenses, lack of articles, misuse of adverbs and
adjectives, etc. If no more than four grammar mistakes were made and they did not affect listening
and consequently understanding, 1 point was given; five–six grammar mistakes got 0.5 points; and
more than six mistakes that affected the understanding of the utterance got 0 points. One more point
could be given if a speaker used four or five unrepeated grammar constructions from the given list,
such as passive voice, conditional clauses, modal verbs of deduction, indirect speech, sequence of
tenses (0.5 points for three constructions and 0 points for less than three constructions). Despite the
fact that lexical and grammatical aspects were separated to simplify the evaluation of the monological
utterance, their cohesion was natural [125].
To eliminate the previously described shortcomings and errors, we developed authorized
detailed maps of 24 monological utterances. The map of the monological utterance was a plan
with accompanying instructions that allowed a student to make a monologue (Table 1) The monological
utterance was divided into five steps, the first and the fifth of which were the introduction and
conclusion, respectively. Here, a student could find specific tips, such as a hook sentence, which
was usually excluded from the utterance, though it determined the success of the speech in terms of
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whether someone was listened to or not. Information about the differences between these two steps
was introduced in the map of monological utterances as prompts. The second and the third steps were
the ideas students were to cover in the course of their utterance. To stay within the context of the
monological utterance, three sub-ideas were included in each of these steps. Despite the strict structure
of the utterance, in the map of the monological utterance there was an opportunity for each student to
speak about his ideas on the topic in the fourth step, “Creative Thinking”.
Table 1. Map of the monological utterance on advertising #1.
“You Are Going to Give a Talk about Advertising”

Basic Vocabulary

Advanced
Vocabulary

Linking Words and
Phrases

REMEMBER!
Your speech will be graded according to the following criteria:
-

Relevance;
Coherence;
Fluency;
Grammar and vocabulary (see «parameters and criteria
for monological speech evaluation»).

Fill in the columns with words, collocations and idioms,
functional language phrases, and linking words on the topic
“Advertising”.

Step 1: Introduction
1

2
3

Make up a hook sentence that will attract a listener’s
attention to your speech (a quote, proverb,
tongue-twister, etc.);
Lead your speech steadily to the second step;
An introduction consists of 4–6 sentences.

List of basic
lexemes

List of advanced
lexemes

List of linking words and
phrases

List of basic
lexemes

List of advanced
lexemes

List of linking words and
phrases

List of basic
lexemes

List of advanced
lexemes

List of linking words and
phrases

List of basic
lexemes

List of advanced
lexemes

List of linking words and
phrases

List of basic
lexemes

List of advanced
lexemes

List of linking words and
phrases

Step 2: Different Ways of Advertising
1
2
3

Speak about types of advertising in terms of
their classifications;
Techniques that are used in advertising;
Advertisements aimed at children.

Step 3: Advertisements You Like and Dislike
1
2
3

Say some words about the attitudes of people
toward advertisements;
Describe the advertisements you dislike. Why?
Describe the advertisements you like. Why?

Step 4: Creative Thinking
Introduce your own extra idea(s) on advertising that has
not/have not been mentioned before. Substantiate your choice.
Step 5: Conclusion
1
2

Repeat the main idea of the introduction in other words;
Summarize the ideas of Steps 2, 3, and 4.

To force and thus help students use topic vocabulary and linkers, the rest of the three columns
were included: Basic vocabulary (separate words and collocations), advanced vocabulary (idiomatic
expressions), and linkers. In the precommunicative stage, students filled cells in the table using the
appendixes with the developed vocabulary in each unit. This planning allowed students to forecast
their speech on the communicative stage in terms of the vocabulary they were going to use in each
step and logically structured ideas. When the utterance was planned on this map, nervousness
characterized by the feeling of apprehension and restlessness with a tensile feeling connected with the
unexpected future were reduced significantly.
3. Results
The four-month experiment was carried out in the Institute of Applied Mathematics and Mechanics,
Institute of Physics, Nanotechnology and Telecommunications, and the Institute of Computer Science
and Technology of Peter the Great St. Petersburg Polytechnic University.
Throughout the experimental period, the students dealt with eight monological utterances on four
topics: Advertising, education, design, and business, which corresponded to four stages. Before the
experiment, students were asked to make a monologue on one of the topics, relying on their knowledge
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only. The analysis of those monological utterances showed the majority of students could get 5 of
10 points.
At the first stage, they were given the list of requirements and the maps of the monological
utterances the students had to complete (Table 2) Despite the fact that the students had detailed
instructions on the monologues, the first experience of making them was not successful. The average
number of points they got was about 7 points out of 10. The reasons were the lack of knowledge on
the structure of the monologue, natural carelessness, and attempts to simplify the precommunicative
stage. Thus, the monological utterances did not have appropriate structures, some parts of them were
irrelevant, the sequences of ideas were illogical, and the percentage of lexical units used was still low.
However, the use of maps allowed the students to find their own mistakes and get rid of them in the
next monologues.
Thus, in the next stages, students showed steady progress that resulted in a higher average
mark (8 points in the second stage, 8 and 8.5 points in the third stage, and 8.5 and more at the end
of the experiment). Finally, students got used to the requirements for the monological utterance,
and the completed maps of the monological utterances made their speeches worthy of higher marks.
An example of such monological utterances is introduced in Figure 1, where linkers and basic and
advanced vocabularies are singled out with blue, green, and red colors (Figure 1) It became evident
that to attract the attention of listeners, it was better to use some shocking fact, paraphrased proverb, or
funny story. The coherence of all elements of the monologue and the use of linking words and phrases
provided a logical utterance that was understandable. The relevance of lexemes showed the progress
of students and consequently enriched their active and passive vocabulary. The opportunity to plan
the utterance resulted in fluency [126–130] based on the mechanism of controlled processing in terms
of foreign language learning [131].
Table 2. Sample of the completed map of the monological utterance on advertising #1.
“You Are Going to Give a Talk about
Advertising”

Advanced
Vocabulary

Basic Vocabulary

Linking Words
and Phrases

Step 1: Introduction
1

2
3

Make up a hook sentence that will attract a
listener’s attention to your speech (a quote,
proverb, tongue-twister, etc.);
Lead your speech steadily to the
second step;
An introduction consists of 4–6 sentences.

Step 2: Different Ways of Advertising
1
2
3

Speak about the types of advertising in
terms of their classifications;
Techniques that are used in advertising;
Advertisements aimed at children.

Advertising, recognizable, exotic,
original, informative, irritating, catchy
jingle

Word of mouth

In the first (second),
because of

Attention-grabbing, strong image,
eye-catching, slogan, witty, humorous,
sophisticated, animated cartoons,
government controls advertising aimed
at children, junk food, inspirational,
effective, memorable, TV spot,
persuasive message, advertised, design
an interactive website

AIDA

so that, in fact,
if . . . then

Exciting, intriguing, misleading,
shocking, manipulate, distort,
exaggerate, endorse, advertising
manager, retouching

—

Therefore

Were, everywhere, for a great shoot

—

In reality

Change, alter the image

—

In conclusion,
so long as

Step 3: Advertisements You Like and Dislike
1
2
3

Say some words about the attitude of
people toward advertisements;
Describe the advertisements you
dislike. Why?
Describe the advertisements you like. Why?

Step 4: Creative Thinking
Introduce your own extra idea(s) on advertising
that has not/have not been mentioned before.
Substantiate your choice.
Step 5: Conclusion
1
2

Repeat the main idea of the introduction in
other words;
Summarize the ideas of Steps 2, 3, and 4.

been mentioned before. Substantiate
your choice.
Step 5: Conclusion
1 Repeat the main idea of the
introduction in other words;
Sci. 2019, the
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Summarize
ideas of Steps 2,
3, and 4.
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—
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without
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the
making
of
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and
productive
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in
comparison
to
a
statement
the installation of algorithmization and artificial complication. Students were more likely to use the
lexical and grammatical material of the textbook.
4. Discussion
As shown by a study conducted at Peter the Great St. Petersburg Polytechnic University, a
federal state autonomous educational institution of higher education, the organization of classroom
and independent work ensures a high level of student personal responsibility for the results of
academic work, while ensuring the ability to independently choose the sequence and depth of learning
material, etc.
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The experience showed that the students in the experimental group increased their level of
professional training. The use of information and communications technologies by the student
encourages him to constantly reflect, stimulating him to further action. Based on the study of
the theoretical problems of the research, the analysis of resources, and experience in the practical
application of interactive resources in teaching a foreign language, it is possible to identify a number
of recommendations for teachers using information and communications technologies in interactive
classes: The teacher and the student must be able to handle the computer at the level necessary
to perform computer tasks; the teacher should clearly understand what forms of information and
communications technologies should be used at this stage; the selected digital educational material
must be adapted in accordance with the objectives and conditions of training; and the teacher should
plan and organize independent student work on a subject with the involvement of information and
communications technologies.
Based on the theoretical information given in the article, several conclusions were made. First,
a student’s age is favorable for the formation of the characteristics of the culture of self-realization
of the individual, which is related to the future professional activities of students. In particular, this
is the emerging motivation to perform a specific work activity, focus on self-improvement within it,
and develop reflections on one’s qualities as a future professional. Second, the concepts of “culture”
and “activity” are interrelated, and since culture is a characteristic of activity, there is a direct and
inverse relationship between the process of developing the culture of an individual and the way of to
professional self-realization.
We also managed to find out that the classroom and extracurricular independent work of a high
school student is characterized by a number of fundamental features: First, the student is responsible
not only for storing, transferring, and using a specialized amount of knowledge, but also for its
multiplication when his educational activities involve combined learning and research functions.
Second, the student’s activities are largely autonomous. This is explained by the fact that a student’s
competence can be assessed by both the teacher and himself according to predeveloped criteria. A very
important incentive for a student is the recognition of his learning activities by a teacher who is able to
evaluate his intellectual efforts. This also serves as a condition for preserving the autonomy of the
student himself, a means of internal control and self-regulation. It is concluded that an important form
of reflecting the results of students’ professional self-realization in the learning process is its activity in
the role of a student who is able to set a task and lead its implementation. As a basic mechanism for the
self-realization of a Russian student in the learning process, his attitude toward self-education activities
and his place in it stands. A similar study was conducted to identify the features of self-realization
of students of humanitarian and technological universities [132]. The work carried out on the whole
showed the fruitfulness of the sociocultural determination of the study of the problem of students’
self-realization, since it revealed a universal mechanism for students’ self-realization. At the personality
level, this mechanism consists of the realization of culture in oneself, and not oneself in culture, in
particular in the development of value relations, which are initially opened not so much in the internal
plan as in the sociocultural sphere, in constant movement as the student dedicates himself to something
more significant than self (study, profession, science, country, society, culture, etc.). Such an approach
can serve as a productive basis for understanding higher education as a field for self-realization, as a
sociocultural space for the search for meanings and ways to apply the essential forces of students not
only in a local context and in a community but also in global and national arenas.
5. Conclusions
In conclusion, we state that despite the undoubted theoretical and practical significance of the
research, the problem of effective use of information and communications technologies in the educational
process remains open to theoretical understanding and experimental research. The development and
introduction of new technologies in this area will contribute to the further development of the theory
and methodology of vocational education.
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The use of information and communications technologies in teaching a foreign language increases
the interest of students in a subject and enhances their speech-thinking activities, contributing to the
development of skills in independent classroom and extracurricular work. Through the solution of
cognitive tasks, the mutual understanding of speakers of different languages is provided through
the allocation of their common and nationally specific messages. Thus, there are opportunities for
dialogue in cultures through the language of communication. Thus, both in foreign language classes
and in extracurricular activities, students should create a situation of communication, modeling the
dialogue of cultures.
It is necessary to acquaint students with the subject of country studies, look for ways to include
them in an active dialogue of cultures, and acquaint them with the algorithms of educational and
speech actions so that they can learn in practice the features of the functioning of language in a culture
new to them. It is also important to ensure the study of the structures of statements and the choice
of interaction strategies. It is necessary to give students the opportunity to solve various problems
that give rise to thought and to discuss possible ways of solving these problems so that students focus
not only on the content of their statements, but also on correct linguistic design, taking into account
linguistic and cultural aspects. Fluency in the rich vocabulary of modern English and the ability to
communicate these days are becoming essential components of any professional activity. What a
person says may depend on the results of his work. The level of culture of modern man largely depends
on the degree of proficiency in a foreign language and speech and the ability to communicate in a
certain speech situation. This is especially true for people who have chosen an engineer. The discipline
“professional language and culture of speech” allows for the formation of communicative competence
in future teachers learning all the circumstances. The obvious conclusion is that systematic work
with computer tasks forms sustainable skills for the independent classroom and extracurricular work
of students, which leads to a reduction in time to perform standard tasks and increases the time to
perform creative work.
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